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Spin phase space and rotational syıranetry
för molecular rovibrational dynamics

W. G, Harter
Department of Physics, University of Arkansas
Fayetteville, AR

72701

Certain p a t t e m s of high resolution molecular spectra can be understood
and predicted easily by appealing to rotational phase portraits and coset

1 2

spaces associated with phase trajectories. *

Different spectral p a t t e m s can

be identified with various representations of a global molecular sjnmnetry induced
by local subgroup symmetries of selected semiclassical trajectories.

The dynamics

of localized rotational wavepackets or generalized coherent States may be asso
ciated with the spectral fine structure in each pattem.
Recent ultrahigh
3
resolution spectra of SF^ show effects of "spontaneous" rotational symmetry
breaking connected with a

®^bgroup chain.

Related rotational effects

are predicted for the icosahedrally symmetric molecules inciuding the reported
carbon cluster CKİI
'60 •
5,6,7
Models of anharmonic coupled oscillators and local vibrational modes'
can be treated similarly by appealing to a quasi-spin phase space associated with
the generators of SU(2) algebra.

Dynamical symmetry breaking associated with

local modes is analogous to the molecular rotational symmetry breaking.

Also,

the coupling between vibrational and rotational motions may be described using
o

a multi-sheeted rotational phase portrait.

Some peculiar quantum level pattems^

arising in strong Coriolis coupling models can be related to extraordinary phase

p a th s.
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1
Review of Recent Developments in the Useof
Symmetriesin Reactions
F. lachello
Yale Unlversity

Algebraic Methods in Medium Enercrv
Scattering from Nuclei and
Molecules.
R. D. AMADO,
Universitv of Pennsvlvania.
The eikonal approximation
coıtıbined with an algebraic
treatment of target dynamics
pennits a description of medium
energy scattering from complex
targets inciuding channel
coupling to ali orders.
Representation matrices of the
underiying target dynamical
symmetry are used to obtain simple
closed form expressions for
scattering amplitudes for protonnucleus and for electron-diatomic
and electron-triatomic molecule
scattering that agree well with
experiment.
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Algebraic Method for Molecular Structure and Chııaınics

R.D. Leune
The Friiz Haber Research Çenter for Molecular D>-namics
The Hebrew Univeriity, Jerusalem 919Û4, brael

There is considerable current experimenul imerest in ıhe specıroscopy ot hıghly exciıed
molecules and in ıhe intra- and inter-molecular dyTumics of such energy rich speciev It is
thus no longer sufficient to employ the harmonic, small amplitude approximation tor the
vibration nor the rigid rotor for the rotation. An algebraic approach where e\en in the
zeroth order the motion is anharmonic \vill be discussed and compared \*ith the conventional geometrical. approach. Current trends. future perspectives and öpen problems v.ill
be summarized.

/Ad? dyndmics o f ro tatin g struciures, J. E.
Marsden, LM versity o f California, Berkeley
Th6 melhûds of Hanıilloniân dynânıics are
appliod to tho problem of coupled rigid
bodies and rigid bodies w ith attatched rods
and plates. İn particular, the hamiltonian
structure is found using the methods of
group theoretical reduction, and stability of
eguilibria is determined by the energy
casimir method and some bifurcation
results are obtained using the theory of
bifurcation w ith symmetry. Some comments
on chaotic dynamics are given and remarks
are made about the applicability to fluid and
plasma systems.
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Icosahedıal Alloys: Cıystals, ûuasicrystals, or Glasses?
Paul Heiney
Unlversity of Pennsylvania

*)

"DAS PENTAGRAMMA MACHT DIR PEIN?"___
VIOLATION OF PERIODIC SYMMETRY iN pUASI"
CRYSTALS * ^ ^
■p. KRAMER, înstitut für Theoretische Physik der
Universitât Tübingen, F.R.G.
In November 1984, D. Shechtman, I. Blech, D.
Gratias and J.W. Cahn / V
u • v,
reported on a phase of the alloy Al-Mn whıch
shows a Sharp diffraction pattern of ıcosahedral point symmetry. This result excludes periodic symmetry and implies a new type of non
periodic order. Theoretical studies on non-periodic space fillings were reported before thıs
discovery by Kramer and Neri /2,3/. The basıc
concepts of the theory are reviewed, and pro- •
gress in the theoretical and experımental work
on auasicrystals is reported.
■/I/ Shechtman, D., et al. Phys.Rev.Lett.53
(1984)1951-1953
/2/ P. Kramer and R. Nerı,
Int.Coll. on Group Theor. Methods in Physics,
Trieste 1983 /3/ P. Kramer and R. Neri, Açta
Crvst.A 4 0 (1984)580-587
J.W. von Goethe, Faust, part 1, verse 1396
Work supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
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The Growth of Ouantum Crystals
Viet Etser
AT&T Bell Laboratories

INTRODUCTION TO THE PHYSICS OF QUASICRYSTALS
Abstract of Invited Talk for XV International Colloquium on Group
Theoretical Methods in Physics
Paul J. Steinhardt
Department of Physics
University of Pennsyivania
Philadelphia, PA 19104

Quasicrystals are solids vvhich exhibit long range quasiperiodic translational order and long range orientational order vvith symmetry that is
disallovved for conventional crystals. Recently, nevv metallic alloys have
been discovered vvhich appear to be examplos of icosahedral quasicrystals.
The defining structural and symmetry propertios of quasicrystals will be
briefly introduced. İn particular, broken translalional symmetry vvili be
shovvn to lead to exlra degeneracy of the ground state and extra hydrodynamic degrees of freedom (phasons) cornpared vvith conventional crystals.
The physical intepretation of the phasons and their predicted elfects on
the grovvth, atomic structure and elastic properties of quasicrystals vvili be
discussed and rompared vvith recent experimcntal results.
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Number of Pehodlc W1ndows in One-Dimenslonal
Mappings and Group Theorij. Bai-Lin Hao, In stltitu te
of Thepretıca] Physlcs. The number of periodic
windows in one dimensional mappings, or the number
of zeros of some set of composite functions in a
certain range, is related to a combinatorial problem
solved by mathematicians long ago. However, to apply
their results one must be careful in choosing the
correct group, as is shown in the example of the
antisymmetric cubic map.
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Renormaltatlon Approach to Chaos
p. Cvitanovk:
Nordita

IBM T.I.VVatson Research Çenter, Yorktown Heıghts, N.Y.10598

Conservative dynamical systems with
^
ali of which are represented by vanaUons
the hydrogen molein complete analogy to the geodesıcs
P
’ o^gsics on an ellipsoid. In a magnetic
cule is sintply regular (integrable
the moon around the earth.
field, the H-atom becomes
an anisotropic mass-tensor.
For a donor impunty m a
„egative curvature. The conchaos becomes
can be established cniy through the tracc
nection between classıcal and guantum
collection ot periodic.orbits. Group
formula which relams the energy
f
m
the Anisotropic
theory is essential in provıng the rac
problem now becomes to understand
Kepler Problem, one has to
“
orbits. The detailed
why a sensıble
be responsible, a property whıch one
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Hellum Experimenls
A. J. Ltchaber
Unlversity of Chicago

Characlerizatlon of Strange Sets
M. J. Felgenbaum
Comell Unlversity
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Peter J. Olver
U niversity of hinnesota

Ahstract:
~
known
Generalised sym m etnes aU
,
forrnations") were ıntroduted oy ■ ■
conservation law s, Put have on y

as

"U e'BacK iuod tra n serninal paper on
^he fo re fro n t of
d iffe re n tla l eguations.

Tws U lk «H1
, ™mber of tlfofr aoplfcotloos to lr«
recurslon operators, and d
nhvsics. These w ill Inciude
differential epuations of
con-'ervation laws and the general
connections w ith solıton
"
oystûms and rnethods of
form of Moether's tneorem,
d.fferential
constructing explicit so utıona yarigoies and partial invariance^ Recent
eguations, inciuding separation
|-.,v|rj|-y M3xweH's eguations, the
applications to the eguations
^
'
eguations of gas dynarmcs, ete. w ill Pe
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Diflbrential E q u a t l o n s

p. Wlntomltt
Unlversity of Montreal

Dynamical

Synunetrles

İn

Collectlve Nuctear Structuıe Physics
C.-L. Wu
Jllln Unlversity
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the electroweak ınteractions
^luarks
^turally in models in wh.ch the quarhs
leptons, and Higgs partioles are ali com
posite States of strongiy ınteraotang
fenni on S .

Tlıle to be announced
L Sulak
Boston Unlversity
Tltle to be announced
C. N. Yang
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